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Dutch Melaka and... Google Books Result Corpus of British Medieval Library Catalogues (London, 1990-). Unpublished Inventories of Extant Collections, Revised digital edition 2016. of Individual Libraries, by City D: Directories and Guides to Libraries and Archives... Lapidge, Anglo-Saxon Manuscripts: A Bibliographical Handlist of Manuscripts and Map collections (early maps) - Map History / History of Cartography Please note this is work in progress. A hand list of the full collection is available on request. by the composer Carey Blyton (1932-2002), most of which are unpublished. The Jerwood Library is the repository for the archives of the British Music. The college was incorporated as Trinity College London in 1875, and Using manuscript sources for British history - Core 30 Jun 2008. 13 – Theater Archives and Manuscript Collections p. British literary manuscripts from the British Library, 584. London. Series one, pts. I-IV. RGS Library Manuscript Collection The National Archives Processed by Manuscripts Division staff machine-readable finding aid created by... Please contact the UCLA Library, Department of Special Collections a handlist of codices containing Arator by centuries, a hand list of codices by locale, .. [no.72 (pp.44-45), i.e., Harleianus 3072, H. 1 S.X. London British Museum. ] New Dimensions of Hebrew Bibliography - Jstor ?fully executed catalogue of Hebraica from the London Valmadonna Trust Libr... Books printed on vellum in the collections of the British Library. With a The second article is an unpublished account of the Romanian Jewish bibli-... and finding aids to the Hebrew collections and other Oriental and Western collec-. British Archives - Springer Link... (London) Harris Manchester College, Oxford The John Rylands Library, The Consultation of unpublished archive catalogues and handlists registered in the including the British Library, the National Library of Wales, and local record offices. Visits were paid to the following libraries and archives: Birmingham Persian Manuscripts (The University of Manchester Library) Special Collections, J.B. Priestley Library, University of Bradford. where he was awarded a first-class University of London external degree in chemistry. Finding aids. Unpublished handlist. E-mail: special-collections@bradford.ac.uk Church Missionary Society - University of Birmingham Bentham Collection. The library of works on law and moral philosophy belonging to Jeremy The manuscripts consist of drafts and notes for published and unpublished Handlists and finding aids: A Taylor Milne, Catalogue of the Manuscripts of Jeremy Bentham in the Library of University College London (2nd ed. Research for Writers - Google Books Result (as the NYPL s Biblion, the British Library E-Journal, the Bulletin of the John Rylands. Handlist of Unpublished Finding Aids to the London Collection of the... Important Works for the Study of Early Modern English Libraries Archival Collection Name: African National Congress Collection. Repository: University of Melbourne, Baillieu Library, Archives and Special Collections. The materials relate to ANC activities in the UK and of the Exeter and District Anti-Apartheid Group, to human An unpublished hand list finding aid is available. Unpublished resources - Finding Aids - Papyri, Medieval. RGS Archives - special or named collections RGS Correspondence Collection. Unpublished finding aids: The RGS archives: a handlist / compiled by Christine Kelly. (RGS) was founded in 1830 as the Royal Geographical Society of London. the Royal Geographical Society (with the Institute of British Geographers).